August, 2018
Dear friends and family,
Having wound up our personal affairs in Brazil, we have the sense that we are where God wants us: in
Canada permanently. Our 46-year affiliation with World Partners has been a blessing and a privilege. That
affiliation will conclude this year at the end of October. The Executive Director of EMCC World Partners will be sending communication shortly with instructions and information for financial supporters.
SIMUB continues to train pastors, keeping, Adriano, Alex and Ron
busy. The basic course was to have
been finished by the end of this
year. We won’t quite make it.

Alex Adriano

Unfortunately, the company that was to set
up a SIMUB internet site was making no progress even though we were paying a monthly
fee. We stopped paying, but are still without a
working internet site.
The graduation
that occurred just
before we left
Brazil
gave
us
great joy.
Nothing compares
with seeing the results of one’s efforts
taken over and improved by the nationals.

We are “looking forward?” to our first Canadian winter in many years, and adjusting again to the North
American culture and equipment… “Oh no, I’ve burnt the meat again!” When you turn a gas stove off,
it’s off, but an electric one…
Ron is enjoying time in his shop. He only has one sore left on his foot to heal. He has difficulty sleeping.
“When in bed, I can’t sleep for thinking about some project. I get up, but can’t think for sleepiness.”
Back in bed, the cycle repeats!
Travelling away from home and its adaptations is a challenge. We stayed two nights at the farm that James
and Michael are developing. We appreciate that they have installed a lift from the garage to the main
floor, a bedroom and bathroom with a bar over the bed and a roll-in shower! At Stayner Camp mission weekend, we were O.K. in the disability suite. It is delightful to renew acquaintances with friends and supporters from all over the province.
We thank all of you who support us through prayer and finances. Reflecting on what God has done
during these years gives us a sense of gratitude and satisfaction.
Blessings,

Ron and Jeannette Faw, ronjanfaw@yahoo.ca

